An iterative algorithm for the singular value decomposition (SVD) of a non -zero m x n matrix M is described and illustrated numerically.
SVD is one of the most important procedures in digital processing of signals and images, and in applied mathematics generally.
SVD provides an effective way to find the rank of a matrix, to compress data, to find the pseudo-inverse of a matrix and, in general, to calculate with rectangular and square asymmetric matrices almost as easily as with square symmetric matrices.
The eigensystem of covariance matrices and other symmetric matrices of the form A A may be found accurately from the SVD of A. The theory of the SVD is well presented in -a famous 1958 paper by Cornelius Lanczos in American Mathematical Monthly. The basic facts are that any non -zero matrix M of rank r may be written as the product of three factors: (1) m x r partial isometry ll, (2) Each pass of the algorithm produces one set of corresponding singular elements; that is, one diagonal element of D along with the corresponding rows of U and V. Each pass starts with a trial row of U and a trial row of V. A trial singular value corresponding to the starting rows is then found along with measures of error. The algorithm then finds a new pair of trial singular rows to start the next iteration. The matrix M is progressively deflated and the deflated matrix is used to start each pass, but the original matrix is used for all computations within each pass to avoid unnecessary accumulation of roundoff error.
* * * * * * * * * * **
1.
An important procedure that is often used in the digital processing of signals and images, and in applied mathematics generally, is the singular value decomposition (SVD) of a non -zero m x n matrix M of rank r. is a positive -definite r x r diagonal matrix and I the r x r identity matrix .
M= Ú D V=
Each set (2) The m x m matrix M Mt = Ú U and the n x n matrix MtM = V V represent perpendicular projectors.
The main purpose of this paper is to present an iterative algorithm for the SVD. The Euclidean norm is used throughout, along with the standard inner product and Dirac notation . A vector (XI in a primal space (a space of signals for example) is represented by a row (X.
A vector IF) in the dual space (for example, the set of linear measuring devices appropriate for the given signals) is represented by a column F> . Bases are orthonormal unless otherwise indicated.
Though our results may be extended easily to complex vector spaces, we confine attention in this paper to real spaces so that -means transposition of rows and columns.
SVD is one of the most important procedures in digital processing of signals and images, and in applied mathematics generally. SVD provides an effective way to find the rank of a matrix, to compress data, to find the pseudo-inverse of a matrix and, in general, to calculate with rectangular and square asymmetric matrices almost as easily as with square symmetric matrices. The eigensystem of covariance matrices and other symmetric matrices of the form A.T may be found accurately from the SVD of A. The theory of the SVD is well presented in a famous 1958 paper by Cornelius Lanczos in American Mathematical Monthly. The basic facts are that any non-zero matrix M of rank r may be written as the product of three factors: (1) m x r partial isometry TT, (2) positive-definite r x r diagonal matrix ]}, (3) r x n partial isometry V.
The pseudo-inverse of M is then: M^ = 7 D""^U.
Each pass of the algorithm produces one set of corresponding singular elements; that is, one diagonal element of I) along with the corresponding rows of JJ and V. Each pass starts with a trial row of U and a trial row of V. A trial singular value corresponding to the starting rows is then found along with measures of error. The algorithm then finds a new pair of trial singular rows to start the next iteration. The matrix M is progressively deflated and the deflated matrix is used to start each pass, but the original matrix is used for all computations within each pass to avoid unnecessary accumulation of roundoff error. ************
1. An important procedure that is often used in the digital processing of signals and images, and in applied mathematics generally, is the singular value decomposition (SVD) of a non-zero m x n matrix M_ of rank r. nd £heir product is = V I)"lu is the matrix ^M = V V
The main purpose of this paper is to present an iterative algorithm for the SVD. The Euclidean norm is used throughout, along with the standard inner product and Dirac notation . A vector \X| in a primal space (a space of signals for example) is represented by a row {x. A vector |F> in the dual space (for example, the set of linear measuring devices appropriate for the given signals) is represented by a column Fj . Bases are orthonormal unless otherwise indicated. Though our results may be extended easily to complex vector spaces, we confine attention in this paper to real spaces so that ~ means transposition of rows and columns. It is convenient to scale M initially so that the magnitude of its largest element is near one and then to scale D appropriately at the end of the algorithm.
A unit trial m -row (U and a unit trial n -row (V are needed to start the algorithm. The normalized transpose of the largest column of M is a reasonable choice for (U along with the normalized largest row of M for <V. 
If both residuals are sufficiently small as measured by T, then {U> , y, (V} closely equals one of the sets of corresponding singular elements of M as can be seen from the following theorems. (SIV> If either residual differs appreciably from zero, then the algorithm is repeated with the trial rows perturbed in a direction intended to reduce the residuals. Let < U and (V be replaced with normalized versions of (U + <P and (V + (Q where (P and (Q are small perturbations.
The residual norms squared then become
Setting both residuals to zero and dropping terms in (P and (Q of second and higher order yields.
[
which can be rewritten in partitioned matrix form. 2. It is convenient to scale M initially so that the magnitude of its largest element is near one and then to scale £ appropriately at the end of the algorithm. A unit t^rial m-row \U and a unit trial n-row (y are needed to start the algorithm. The normalized transpose of the largest column of M. is a reasonable choice for (IJ along with the normalized largest row of _M for (v. 
If both residuals are sufficiently small as measured by T/ then {U_ , y, y closely equals one of the sets of corresponding singular elements of M as can be seen from the following theorems.
Theorem 1:
Proof:
Theorem 2: Proof: 4. If either residual differs appreciably from zero, then the algorithm is repeated with the trial rows perturbed in a direction intended to reduce the residuals. Let /U_ and {v be replaced with normalized versions of (u + {l? and ^v + (Q where (l? an~d 2 are small perturbations. The residual norms squared then become
Setting both residuals to zero and dropping terms in /I? and /Q of second and higher order yields. which can be rewritten in partitioned matrix form, m
With these defin'tions, our problem reduces to solving E uation (11) for <Z and then the direct sum of P and (Q is given approximately by (Z.
The general solution for (Z in Equation (11) The method used here to locate a minimum of T is an example of the Newton -Raphson algorithm which is analogous to the use of Newton's Method to locate the vertex of an erect parabola starting from any point on the parabola.
As shown in Figure 1 , doubling the cgmputed perturbation greatly accelerates convergence, assuming in our case that < P and are small. Applying this principle to our SVD algorithm, we redefine <Z as follows. 
<Z = <T [W W]-1W (13)
After approximate perturbation rows C P and <Q are found from Equation (13) and added respectively to (U and V, the resulting sums are normalized and used as new trial rows for the next iteration of he inner loop of the algorithm. The inner loop of the algorithm, defined in Sections 3 and 4, is repeated until both residual norms are sufficiently small as measured by their sum T. The current set of trial rows and corresponding trial singular value is then selected as a close approximation to one of the sets of corresponding singular elements of M.
This step ends the pass that started with the selection of initial trial singular rows and returns control to the outer loop of the algorithm for the selection of a new pair of trial singular rows to use in restarting the inner loop.
To accomplish this objective, the dyad ice) y ( V is found from the results of the previous pass, subtracted from M to form a deflated matrix N which is then used to determine a new pair of starting rows (U and <V. 
With these definitions, our problem reduces to solving Equation (11) for /Z^ and then /Q is gi ven approximately by {7L . the direct sum of (z_ w = i {T (11) (12) The general solution for _ A is any unit row orthogonal the one with <J> = 0. \ in Equation (11) The method used here to locate a minimum of T is an example of the Newton-Raphson algorithm which is analogous to the use of Newton's Method to locate the vertex of an erect parabola starting from any point on the parabola. As shown in Figure 1 , doubling the computed perturbation greatly accelerates convergence, assuming in our case that \£ and ^Q are small. Applying this principle to our SVD algorithm, we redefine /^ as follows.
After approximate perturbation rows \P and {£ are found from Equation (13) and added spectively to ^U_ and '_ for the next iteration of the inner loop of the algorithm.
respectively to U_ and /V, the resulting sums are normalized and used as new trial rows th SLOPE =f(x) Figure 1 . Acceleration of convergence.
5. The inner loop of the algorithm, defined in Sections 3 and 4, is repeated until both residual norms are sufficiently small as measured by their sum T. The current set of trial rows and corresponding trial singular value is then selected as a close approximation to one of the sets of corresponding singular elements of M_. This step ends the pass that started with the selection of initial trial singular rows and returns control to the outer loop of the algorithm for the selection of a new pair of trial singular rows to use in restarting the inner loop. To accomplish this objective, the dyad tn y ^V is found from the results of the previous pass, subtracted from M to form a deflated matrix N_ which is then used to determine a new pair of starting rows (iJ and ^v. N_ is progressively deflated at the end of each pass. The original matrix M is used for all calculations in the inner loop of the algorithm in order to avoid unnecessary accumulation of round-off error.
A reasonable stopping rule for the outer loop of the algorithm can be based on the computation of the Euclidean norm of the deflated matrix N at the end of each pass and stopping the algorithm when the norm of N is sufficiently small. Additional measures of error in the SVD representation of M_ may be^ obtained from the Euclidean norm of any of the following matrices: H-^DV / D-UMv'/ U^-_I / VV'-_I. These measures are relative if applied to the scaled version of M and absolute if applied to M_.
6.
An outline of the inner loop of the SVD algorithm is given in Table 1 along with a measure of complexity of each step.
For the sake of simplicity, only multiplications are counted.
The total number of multiplications in each iteration in which all four tests are passed is 4mn + 12(m + n) + 10.
Tests 2 -4 will be discussed later in this paper. Entry to the inner loop from the outer loop is at Step 0 and return to the outer loop follows
Step 5.
Step Table 1 Inner Loop of Algorithm Several numerical examples of the application of the SVD algorithm to some relatively small matrices (3 x 5) have been developed and studied. In several of these examples, the starting rules normally employed with the algorithm were ignored and intentionally poor choices were made for the starting rows.
In all of these examples, one iteration of the inner loop of the algorithm resulted in substantial reduction of the residual norms and of the sum of the angles between the trial vectors and the singular pair to which the trial vectors were converging. In view of the tedium of the required calculations even for small matrices, only one numerical example is presented here. In this example, the initial trial rows are determined by reasonable starting rules.
Given that M = 6. An outline of the inner loop of the SVD algorithm is given in Table 1 along with a measure of complexity of each step. For the sake of simplicity, only multiplications are counted. The total number of multiplications in each iteration in which all four tests are passed is 4mn + 12(m + n) + 10. Tests 2-4 will be discussed later in this paper. Entry to the inner loop from the outer loop is at Step 0 and return to the outer loop follows
Step 5. 7. Several numerical examples of the application of the SVD algorithm to some relatively small matrices (3x5) have been developed and studied. In several of these examples, the starting rules normally employed with the algorithm were ignored and intentionally poor choices were made for the starting rows. In all of these examples, one iteration of the inner loop of the algorithm resulted in substantial reduction of the residual norms and of the sum of the angles between the trial vectors and the singular pair to which the trial vectors were converging. In view of the tedium of the required calculations even for small matrices, only one numerical example is presented here. In this example, the initial trial rows are determined by reasonable starting rules. We obtain starting rows by normalizing the largest row and largest column of _M. After adding these perturbation rows to the initial trial rows and normalizing, we have a new pair of trial rows with which to start the next iteration.
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.59998 1 .00517 1 ( .40000 1-.40000 r-.68000 1 .239981 .400001 In this example, the SVD of M is known exactly and we can deduce that the algorithm is converging to the following set of corresponding singular elements. The angle between the trial row U and the singular row (U1 is reduced by one iteration of the inner loop of the algorithm from arccos(.984784) = l0:708° to arccos(.999972) = 0.429 °, that is, by a factor of more than 20.
The initial trial row (v was chosen equal to V1 and the effect of one iteration is to change the angle between (V and (V1 from 0° to arccos(.999995) = 0.177 °.
Thus, even when the algorithm is converging normally, one of the two angles may increase by a small amount and this effect is more than cancelled by a large reduction in the other angle.
This behavior is related to the zig -zag approach to solution called "hemstitching" which is common with algorithms of the Newton -Raphson or steepest -descent type.
In normal use of the algorithm, we must rely on T, the total residual norm squared, to measure distance between our trial solution and the final solution. Let us carry the calculation of our numerical example through the second iteration as far as finding T. .00000
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-.69514 In this example, the SVD of M is known exactly and we can deduce that the algorithm is converging to the following set of corresponding singular elements.
. 80 . The angle between the trial row /JJ and the singular row (u^ is reduced by one iteration of the inner loop of the algorithm from arccos( . 984784) = I0r0"08° to arccos (. 999972 ) = 0.429°, that is, by a factor of more than 20. The initial trial row (y was chosen equal to /V]_ and the effect of one iteration is to change the angle between (v and (yi from 0° to ~ arccos( . 999995) = 0.177°. Thus, even when the algorithm is converging normally, one of the two angles may increase by a small amount and this effect is more than cancelled by a large reduction in the other angle. This behavior is related to the zig-zag approach to solution called "hemstitching" which is common with algorithms of the Newton-Raphson or steepest-descent type.
In normal use of the algorithm, we must rely on T, the total residual norm squared, to measure distance between our trial solution and the final solution. Let us carry the calculation of our numerical example through the second iteration as far as finding T. Note that one iteration of the inner loop has reduced both (R R> and (S S) , and that it reduced VT by a factor of more than 20.
8.
There are several special cases to consider. First, we note that the null matrix 0 has no SVD. If the source of matrices to be factored by the algorithm can possibly produce 0, then the outer loop of the algorithm must first test the given matrix to ensure that it is not 0 before proceeding.
Second, it is important that the y found in Step 3 of the inner loop be positive, so we need to consider situations where y could be zero. Thus, the check in Step 3 must ensure thäE the two ways of finding y agree within allowable round -off error and that y exceed zero by more than allowable round -off error.
If y 0, then either (U or`V must be replaced before proceeding. The replacement ought to be orthogonal to all previous triàl rows.
Let us consider cases in which Det[W W] = O. The cases described above that lead to y = 0 also lead to zero for the determinant.
The cure is the same as that described in the preceding paragraph. Another way that the determinant can be zero is: <U = (Uk, In order to study the behavior of the algorithm and sufficient conditions for convergence, let the trial rows be described in terms of deviations from a pair of corresponding singular rows <Uk and <Vk of the given m x n matrix M of rank r. (x,y) in the first or third quadrants or <F N -) < 0 for (x,y) in the second or fourth quadrants.
At this point, we can see that the condition on the sign of Os N G> is necessary to ensure that y is positive for all (x,y). Note that one iteration of the inner loop has reduced _bot_h reduced /T" by a factor of more than 20.
s S\ and that it
8. There are several special cases to consider. First, we note that the null matrix £ has no SVD. If the source of matrices to be factored by the algorithm can possibly pro duce JD, then the outer loop of the algorithm must first test the given matrix to ensure that it is not £ before proceeding. Second, it is important that the y found in
Step 3 of the inner loop be positive, so we need to consider situations where y could be zero. If {lJ is orthogonal to all of the singular rows /U k , then ^U M^ = ^0_ and y = 0. Similarly, if (V is orthogonal to all of the singularTows /V k , then (v IT = (j) and y = 0. Another way that y can be zero is: (u = (Uj and (y ^ /V k where neither i nor k exceed r and i 4 k. Thus, the check in Step 3 must ensure that the two ways of finding y agree within allowable round-off error and that y exceed zero by more than allowable round-off error. If y ~0, then either /_U or ^V must be replaced before proceeding. If y2 < v2 , replace /U_; if y2 _> v2 , replace ^y. ought to be orthogonal to all previous trial rows.
The replacement Let us consider cases in which Det [W W] = 0. The cases described above that lead to y = 0 also lead to zero for the determinant. The cure is the same as that described in the preceding paragraph. Another way that the determinant can be zero is: { IJ = ^U k , ^y = {v k , k £ r. This case corresponds to normal convergence behavior and causes""no problem, ""feecause any iteration that would lead to Det[W w"] = 0 with y ^ 0 would be terminated at Step 5 and the determinant calculation in Step 10 would not be reached. Further study may show that the check in Step 3 may eliminate the need for Test 3.
9. In order to study the behavior of the algorithm and sufficient conditions for con vergence, let the trial rows be described in terms of deviations from a pair of corre sponding singular rows U k and (vk of the given m x n matrix _M of rank r. Let N N~ " the deflated matrix defined by: N~ M_ -U"^ y k /V k . 
Note that T(x,y) _> 0 and r(0,0) = 0.
In order to develop a geometric picture of the T(x,y) surface, let us consider a few of its cross -sections: x = 0; y = 0; x = y. We see that Equations (15,16) represent parabolas and Equation (17) represents a quartic that approaches a parabola for small x2 as shown in Figure 2 . Our algorithm was designed to work well with paraboloids, so we expect convergence for almost any y2 when x2 is small and for almost any x2 when y2 is small. To obtain some initial ideas of conditions for convergence when neither x2 nor y2 are small, let us consider Equation (17) and its first derivative.
The stationary points of T(x,x) are at x = 0 and at x = ±xM where were paraholoidal or nearly paraboloidal. Because of the quartic nature of the T(x,y) surface, the point B will lie beyond the point nearest to the origin along the direction of the perturbation vector. That is, the algorithm will overshoot. The amount of overshoot will be small for small xi but will become very large for xi near xA.
However, as long as xi < xy, the algorithm will make changes in the correct direction. This observation suggests that the length of each perturbation vector obtained, at least in the first iteration in each pass, be checked and reduced, if necessary, to some preset maximum allowable length.
Thus, Test 4 is included at Step 15 of the inner loop just before the vector addition and renormalization steps. Note that 7) (¥_ r g^ <J|3, !_ -7^ ^F., and !_ -*Gf) ^G represent perpendicular projectors.
We see that Equations (15,16) represent parabolas and Equation (17) represents a quartic that approaches a parabola for small x 2 as shown in Figure 2 . Our algorithm was designed to work well with paraboloids, so we expect convergence for almost any y 2 when x 2 is small and for almost any x 2 when y 2 is small. To obtain some initial ideas of conditions for convergence when neither x 2 nor y 2 are small, let us consider Equation (17) and its first derivative.
The stationary points of T(X,X) are at x = 0 and at x = ±XM where were paraboloidal or nearly paraboloidal. Because of the quartic nature of the x(x,y) surface, the point B will lie beyond the point nearest to the origin along the direction of the perturbation vector. That is, the al gorithm will overshoot. The amount of overshoot will be small for small x^ but will be come very large for x^ near xft. However, as long as x^ < xjft, the algorithm will make changes in the correct direction. This observation suggests that the length of each perturbation vector obtained, at least in the first iteration in each pass, be checked and reduced, if necessary, to some preset maximum allowable length. Thus, Test 4 is included at Step 15 of the inner loop just before the vector addition and renormalization steps. Further study is needed to set the limiting reduction ratio used in Test 2 and to determine whether Test 2 may be eliminated by selection of good starting rules.
The choice of the limit on the norm of the perturbation vector also requires further study and computer testing. In order to speed convergences n most cases, it appears to be desirable to set this limit at about 1/ that is, (P + (Q > 5 1/2 .
One result of the analysis of the algorithm to date is Theorem 8 which leads to the following conjecture: The algorithm converges for all starting points inside the square S of side centered on the origin of the (x,y) plane, that is, for x2 1/2 > y2
An alternative statement of the conjecture is: The algorithm converges if each trial vector is less than 45°from the corresponding vector in a singular pair.
Theorem 8:
The only stationary point of T(x,y) inside the square S is the global minimum at the origin. Proof:
Equate to zero the partial derivatives of T with respect to x and y . Transfer radicals to the opposite side of the equals signs. Multiply the resulting equations together to form one equation:
f(x,y) = 0 . Note that f(x,y) = 0 at the origin and at no other points inside S.
Study of the effect of the ratio D2/2C2 on the T(x,y) surface leads to the further conjecture that the algorithm converges for all (x,y) if the following conditions are 
The algorithm appears to be particularly applicable to the updating of the SVD of a matrix of observations as each new set of observations is obtained and to the checking and refinement of results obtained from other SVD algorithms. Further study and computer testing is needed to put the algorithm in final form and to determine its rate of convergence under various conditions.
In the limited number of numerical examples developed to date, the convergence of the algorithm is surprisingly fast.
